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Welcome to
SAIMUN 2018!
Welcome to this year’s St Andrew’s College International Model United Nations conference!
This is the 10th year that we will be hosted by
the Royal Marine Hotel and our 30th SAIMUN
conference. The hotel is kindly hosting us for a
week of debate and discussion on a range of
political, humanitarian, economic and cultural
issues which affect us all. Some of the issues
that are being discussed in the eight different
committees include the regulation of Artificial
Intelligence, cryptocurrencies, racism in sport,
BREXIT, contraception, trophy hunting, climate
change and the Kurdish state. Many of these
committees have great names – all with initials:
DISEC, ECOFIN, SOCHUM, SPECPOL, ICJ and
Security Council. Cue intense debate and lots of
note passing!
We welcome delegates from around the world,
from twenty countries to be exact: Turkey, Ireland, Morocco, France, United Arab Emirates,
Germany, Romania, Egypt, UK, Greece, Spain,
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Bahrain, Italy, Poland, Finland, Austria, Lebanon, Netherlands and the USA. We have 48
schools here representing 101 delegations:
from Afghanistan to Venezuela, from Bangladesh to Vanuatu.
Editions of The Delegate will be available
every morning during the conference for just
€1 – look out for the hard sell from our PRESS
team! We aim to give you an insight into the
daily events of the conference. In addition, we
will have all the gossip and the puzzles you
could possibly need to keep you occupied
during the long speeches maybe !
Follow us on our Twitter (@SAIMUN2018)
and Instagram.
From all of us on the Press team, good luck to
all the delegates! Try to get involved as much
as you can!
By Pamela Fitzsimons
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MUN

that will be later discussed. A resolution
will aim to tackle a specific question in
a fair and globally accepted way. This is
often the most difficult part, and that is
why there are many rules in place to aid
the flow of debate.

One of the biggest aims of MUN is to
reach a decision peacefully that reflects
a global consensus and agreement that
will not infringe on any one country’s
national sovereignty. This task can only
be achieved through cooperation and
compromise. Upon encountering debate one should follow parliamentary
I’m sure we can all relate to this: we walked into our first
procedure, a mandated outline on the
conference surrounded by way too many well-dressed
behavior expected from a delegate.
teenagers, a delegation whose policy we were most prob- This is largely put in place to stimulate
ably unfamiliar with and completely, utterly terrified at what a formal and realistic representation of
was to come with a million questions running through our
the UN. Most importantly in this procehead. At my first conference I wasn’t sure what to expect.
dure, it is highlighted that there should
Should I ask a POI? Does this resolution correlate with my be no use of personal pronouns such as
country’s beliefs? And most of all, I was only fourteen ‘we’ or ‘I’ because you are representhow was I supposed to know how to solve the question of ing the stance of your country, not your
religious discrimination and xenophobia in Middle Eastern
own views. Next, there will be points of
countries? It wasn’t until after seven months of being in
information, in other words, questions
the club that I truly understood the utility and purpose of
that are asked directly to the speaker
Model UN and therefore felt confident enough to interact
who is either supporting or rejecting the
in meaningful debate. But what exactly is MUN and why is clause/resolution. Points of personal
it recognized as such a spectacular extracurricular activity privilege or points of order are both
worldwide?
self-explanatory and are used for the
delegates’ assistance outside the topic
Firstly, let’s begin with the very basis and formation of
being discussed. There are also motions
MUN, meaning Model United Nations. Initially founded in
that allow the delegate to move into the
the 1920’s as Model League of Nations it later transitioned next phase or section of debate. The
into Model UN when the league’s successor organization
way the session functions depends on
was founded in 1945 - the United Nations. Its main aim is
the specific committee you are in and
to simulate what actually occurs in the UN allowing adoles- each is different in its own right, so be
cents to learn about international relations, diplomacy, and sure to check out the individual rules
global policies in an educational experience in which they
and procedure specific to your commitdeepen their understanding of current world issues rangtee and your conference.
ing from the refugee crisis to combating terrorism through
means of finance.
Most importantly, however, is the experience that you can take away from
Participants are called delegates. They are placed in delyour time spent in conference. Whether
egations that represent a country or perhaps other organi- SAIMUN 2018 is your first MUN or your
zations affiliated with the UN such as Amnesty International sixth MUN, learn something new and
for example. In this, the delegates will act as members
stretch yourself. Good luck, and I hope
of their country’s respective political body and therefore
you engage in meaningful debate over
represent the same policies and ideologies held. Before a
the next few days.
conference, the delegates are presented with various topics
that they must research thoroughly and create a resolution

By MacKenna Westerfield
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Things to do in Dún Laoghaire
The SAIMUN conference is taking place in
Dun Laoghaire, a suburb in Dublin. There
are many great things to do in this area and
in Dublin as a whole, from eating amazing
tacos in a tiny restaurant off Temple Bar in
town to walking Dun Laoghaire pier with a 99
from Teddy’s.
Dun Laoghaire is in South Dublin beside the
sea in Dublin Bay and looks out towards
Howth Head. You can get up to all sorts of
different things here as it holds a variety of
different activities, shops and restaurants. As
it’s located right beside the sea you can get
involved in different water sports like sailing
and kayaking through local clubs or societies. Also, you can walk along the East and
West Pier and experience beautiful vistas of
the coastline and surrounding area, depending on the weather of course! It’s particularly
beautiful in the evenings, when you can see
the sun set over the city and watch all the
lights of the city glow as it gets dark. You
can also go and catch a movie in the local
cinema beside the Bloomfields Shopping
Center for great deals on food and drink with
an accompanying ticket! Another event to go
to would be the People’s Park Market which
is open on Sunday from 11am to 4pm. Over
50 vendors go to trade each week selling a
wide range of products. These include hot
food, baked goods, art and crafts, artisan
food products and seasonal produce. It’s an
event that is enjoyable to all and something I
would recommend paying a visit too!
There are lots of great little restaurants and
cafes in Dun Laoghaire to enjoy. For breakfast, I highly recommend the Gourmet Food
Parlor as it’s the type of restaurant that caters to all eaters, picky or adventurous. It has
your classic full Irish, all the way to any type
of avocado eggs you desire! My personal
favorite would have to be the huevos rancheros and the classic American pancakes.
It also does brunch, lunch and dinner which
are equally as delicious and won’t disappoint!

Another little eatery I’d highly recommend for those who
are on the go and fancy something from the sea would be
The Fish Shack on the East Pier. It does the best fish and
chips in Dun Laoghaire and is one of my go to’s when I’m
in the mood for some seafood! An experience I’d suggest
following your fish and chips would have to be a walk on
the pier with a traditional Teddy’s Ice Cream in hand, a
must have experience!
If you fancy something a little more diverse then you
should drop into Kyoto for some delicious Asian street
food! They’ve got all sorts of tasty bites like duck spring
rolls, chicken satay skewers (can’t go wrong!), veggie and
meat gyoza and many more. They’ve also got different curries, noodle dishes and rice dishes alike!
If you’re in the mood for something lighter and sweeter
with a combined boost of energy I’d have to say that Two
Beans coffee bar is the place to be! They make delicious
paleo, vegan and normal baked goods, tasty salads and
wraps ready to go. Their coffee is of a very high standard
and done simply deliciously! The flavor and quality of the
coffee beans used is a very important ethos to their company and they ensure you get your money’s worth! They
also use recyclable materials in their lids and cups and
offer keep cups at the counter that you can use instead
of paper one’s to help the environment! The interior of the
shop is very cool and well-designed too, with great graphic
posters and signs and arrangement of plants you’ll surely
find it to your liking.

By Elsa Murray
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2.
Authorizes a piping system connecting the clouds to a giant fish tank
that preserves Ireland’s fresh water
aquatic life;

A Resolution
for Ireland’s
Weather
FORUM: Environmental Commission
QUESTION OF: Rain in the republic of Ireland
SUBMITTED BY: The Republic of Ireland
The ENVIRONMENTAL COMMISSION,
Alarmed by the fact that the weather has
been officially recognized as moody,
Observing that rain has deprived billions
of kids and adolescents from playing outdoors,
Draws the attention to the fact that rain is
responsible for the overdose of H2O in nature,
Fully aware that rain never washes the pain
away,
1.
Calls for the establishment of a huge
umbrella-like structure big enough to cover
the 70,374 square kilometers of the republic;

3.
Requests to manufacture a giant
bowl above the republic of Ireland to
cover the city from rain and add a new
sea to the planet. The water reserves of
this new sea will be channeled through
a magical passageway to be used for
agricultural land to boost the economy
effectively;
4.
Proposes the establishment of the
water bowl Olympics, where participants
take a part in sporting competitions in
the water bowl:
a)
To raise awareness on the rain issue
b)
To raise money in order to build
costly anti-rain structures.

By Pia Abou Antoun
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What: Lobbying is essentially ‘informal meetings’ that allow allied countries to merge (create
resolutions together) on their topics.
When: On the first day of SAIMUN between 12:30 and 16:30.
Where: In your committee rooms
Why: It’s a simulation of the lobbying process in the United Nations.
Is it really worth it? It’s an essential part of the MUN process. It highlights the importance of
consensus building (collaborative problem solving).
Rules:
1.
At the beginning of the lobbying process all delegates will make their policy statements.
2.
Generally there are two resolutions per topic but there can be three depending on the
scheduling.
3.
Resolutions can be no more than 20 clauses, including additional sub-clauses.
4.
Delegations should only lobby and merge with other delegations that would ally your
country in real life. Countries with contradicting approaches to a topic should not merge together.
5.
For standard committees, 15 signatures (including co-submitters) are required for the
resolution to progress to the Approval Panel, subject to their Chair. (Tip: The more co-submitters of a resolution = the more likely that the Approval Panel will accept the resolution).
6.
Delegates cannot sign more than 1 resolution on each topic. Breaching this will result in
the removal of all signatures by the countries.
7.
Delegates cannot merge with more than 1 delegate from their own school.
8.
As well as the final resolution, all draft resolutions that are merged together must be
presented to the Chairs. A digital copy of the final resolution must also be presented to the
Chairs.
9.
Chairs act as a reference point for clarifications, etc. They will also observe the lobbying
and merging process - if the Chair believes that the lobbying process was unfair, they have the
right to deny resolutions progressing to the Approval Panel.
10.
Delegates can bring their own laptops for lobbying in the committee room and then
they will upload them to the system using the computers in the room. Resolutions must be
uploaded to the SAIMUN system to be approved. The Chair must authenticate the upload of a
resolution to the system.
11.
Merging/lobbying groups will be asked by the Chairs to nominate a main submitter on
the resolution (Tip: The Chairs will expect to see a fair system of lobbying before a main submitter nomination is put forward). If this resolution goes to the General Assembly, the main
submitter will not necessarily be carried over.
12.
Any incidents of unfair lobbying procedures will be referred to the Chairs, followed by
the delegate’s MUN Director, and lastly (if necessary) the relevant Student Officer. SAIMUN
is a fair conference; any practices that jeopardise this will not be tolerated under any circumstances.
13.
Breach of any of these procedures could result in the exclusion of a delegation from
possible awards.
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Test your UN
knowledge!

By Alice Decaminada

1.
After which war
was the UN founded?
a)
Vietnam War
b)
Spanish Civil War
c)
WWI
d)
WWII

8.
a)
b)
c)
d)

2.
How many members are on the UN security
council at one time?
a)
30
b)
100
c)
10
d)
15

9.
What do the initials of UNESCO
stand for?
a)
United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation
b)
United Nations Economic Social
Cultural Organisation
c)
United Nations Environmental Scientific and Cultural Organisation

3.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Where are the UN headquarters located?
Hague
Brussels
New York
London

4.
Who are the five permanent members of the
UN security council?
a)
US, UK, Germany, Italy, Russia
b)
Russia, US, France, China, UK
c)
US, Germany, France, Poland, Russia
d)
Russia, UK, China, France, Germany
5.
What’s the UN predecessor organisation,
which failed after WWI?
a)
NATO
b)
The League of Nations
c)
Entente
d)
No organisation
6.
a)
b)
c)
d)

In which city was the UN created?
New York
Berlin
London
San Francisco

7.
a)
b)
c)
d)

How many active councils are there in the UN
12
3
6
5

What day is United Nations Day?
There is no United Nations Day
October 24th
January 23rd
February 30th

10.
How many member states does the
UN have
a)
53
b)
60
c)
300
d)
193
11.
How many countries did the UN
begin with?
a)
100
b)
145
c)
51
d)
35

Remember to follow us on
Twitter and Instagram

@SAIMUN2018
For all the latest news and
updates !
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